Following the conclusion of active Ebolavirus disease (EVD) transmission within West Africa, sporadic EVD-cases continued to re-emerge outside of the expected viral incubation period. Epidemiological evidence suggested that these cases represented sexual transmission from persistently infected, asymptomatic EVD survivors. To address these questions, we directly sequenced EBOV from clinical specimens collected during acute and persistent infection from individuals associated with these re-emerged EVD cases. This sequence analysis was used in conjunction with on-the-ground epidemiological tracing to identify transmission chains and potential routes of infection. Due to a lack of knowledge regarding the effect of persistence on Ebola viral sequences, we were unable to support or refute whether these re-emerged cases represented evidence of transmission from EVD survivors, despite extensive phylogenetic analysis. To address this knowledge gap, we also sequenced Ebola virus directly from the semen of EVD survivors ('SAVS'---semen-acquired viral sequences) and identified molecular characteristics associated with viral persistence. Through extensive use of phylogenetic software and models, we identified that a subset of SAVS exhibited evidence of a slowed or acute-like substitution rates, de novo U-to-T hyper-editing and a moderate change in evolutionary pressure within the viral glycoprotein. Altogether, our data illustrate that phylogenetic analysis and evolutionary hypothesis testing can yield important insights into disease transmission networks and the mechanisms of viral replication.
